ParisTech International Summer School

« Engineer your future – A journey through Heritage, Innovation & Sustainability »
PARISTECH INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Engineer your future

A journey through

Heritage Innovation & Sustainability

FROM JULY 1st TO 15, 2022

Program in English opened to international students
ParisTech’s schools organise the first ParisTech International Summer School « Engineer your future – A journey through Heritage, Innovation & Sustainability ».

Combining

- visits and activities in participating schools,
- Science and Engineering activities: Conferences, workshops, meeting with companies and researchers, labs’ visits, scientific Olympiad
- International experience: Initiation to French, immersion in French culture and lifestyle, intercultural activities with participants from all around the world,

the summer school will take place from **July 1st to 15, 2022 in Paris.**

It’s a unique opportunity for students to see how they could study engineering in France in our schools, to visit them, to meet researchers before applying for the ParisTech International Admission Program.

Learn more about the program and modalities (price...)

To send us your application form or ask any question

**Application until March 31st, 2022.**